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Abstract: The paper presents a novel fault- 
tolerant circuit design using a time-redundancy 
method for a serial-parallel multiplier, which is 
useful in DSP applications with serial data trans- 
mission. It utilises the RECO (REcomputing with 
Circularly shifted Operands) technique to detect 
errors concurrently. A simple oa-gate based circuit 
is used as the location table to identify faulty bit- 
slice pairs. The reconfiguration technique is then 
introduced to bypass the potential faulty bit-slices. 
This design can have the maximum detectable 
error region ( -n /2  bits), without appending extra 
computing elements. The latency from error detec- 
tion to location is only about two clock cycles, i.e. 
almost real-time detecting can be achieved. Pipe- 
lined timing for two computations is illustrated. 
The analyses of performance and complexity are 
described. The results show that this is an efficient 
design methodology for fault-tolerant multiplica- 
tion with serial data. 

1 Introduction 

To achieve high performance in digital signal processing, 
almost all processors for this application require multi- 
pliers to perform massive computation operations. 
Taking into consideration circuit complexity, hardware 
area, pin limitations, execution speed, and data transfer 
type, the serial-parallel multiplier is most suitable for 
digital signal processing. Some serial-parallel multipliers 
with pipelined structure, high speed, or low cost have 
been presented [l-31. With the advance of VLSI tech- 
nology, large integration of the processing elements, 
which can cooperate with each other to accomplish 
massive computation tasks, have resulted in higher speed. 
However, owing to the increasing complexity and density 
of VLSI circuits, any failure of the chip may seriously 
affect all the operations of the system, and hence high 
reliability will be of increasing importance in future 
design. Consequently, a fault-tolerant serial-parallel 
multiplier becomes more and more attractive and should 
be incorporated to ensure valid results in long computa- 
tions. 

Many fault-tolerant techniques in arithmetic units, 
using redundancy, have been presented [4 141 in this 
decade. Unfortunately, some serious problems still exist. 
The N-tuple modular redundancy (NMR) system [14] is 
a well-known technique, using a voting method to mask 
errors resulting from failed modules. The situation of 
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NMR is R = 2*E + 1 where R denotes the number of 
redundant modules and E is the number of faulty 
modules to be tolerated. For example, three-tuple 
modular redundancy (TMR) with R = 3 will ensure 
correct results in spite of any fault existing in one of three 
modules, but it requires at least a 200% hardware over- 
head. Another effective approach is to use a concurrent 
error detection (CED) scheme, which can detect errors 
during normal operation and may need lower cost to 
achieve fault tolerance by means of fault location and 
error correction. 

According to the redundancy strategy, the CED tech- 
niques are divided into two categories: space-redundancy 
systems and time-redundancy systems. The space- 
redundancy system takes complete duplications of its full 
fundamental blocks. The obvious drawback of this cate- 
gory is its expensive hardware. The time-redundancy 
system takes twice the time to recompute the result, and 
some blind points would inherently exist, owing to the 
use of the same computing procedure, and the extra 
recomputing time will seriously degenerate the through- 
put. The self-checking technique [4] requires a 73% 
hardware overhead for detecting single-bit errors and 
94% for detecting unidirectional errors. It is appropriate 
for conventional stuck-at-fault models, which are not 
fully suitable for VLSI failure. 

The alternating logic design [SI, a time-redundancy 
approach, utilises the complement of the original data 
during recomputation and requires about 85% hardware 
overhead to achieve its single-fault detection. It is only 
applicable to combinational logic circuits with a self- 
duality property, and hence is not suitable for some 
complex operations, such as serial-parallel multiplication. 
The BID0 technique [lS] can perform normal computa- 
tion and recomputation at the same time to support the 
real concurrent error detection with near zero time over- 
head. In particular, it requires only about 24% hardware 
overhead for a parallel-array multiplier. However, it 
requires basic symmetric processing and a cellular array 
structure and so it cannot be applied to a serial-parallel 
multiplier. 

RESO 17, 8, 12, 151 is a widely-used CED technique 
which utilises time-redundancy to provide efficient con- 
current error detection for ALUs. It can detect errors 
with unknown failure properties in a VLSI circuit. But 
this technique requires a large area-time overhead, espe- 
cially for high numbers of shifting bits. The use of rotated 
operands [lo] can eliminate additional bit-slices, but it is 
cost-effective only for logic operations and ripple-carry 
addition. 

RESWO [lS] is an improved RESO method and 
solves some of the problems associated with RESO, but it 
is difficult to apply to a serial-parallel multiplier. Obvi- 
ously, it is necessary to develop an efficient method for 
the fault-tolerant design of a serial-parallel multiplier. 
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In this paper, we propose an error-detecting technique, 
called RECO (REcomputing with Circularly shifted 
Operands), for designing a general serial-parallel multi- 
plier. This technique not only overcomes the previously 
mentioned difficulties but also provides the shortest 
detecting latency and is the most suitable technique for 
serial-parallel multipliers so far developed. In the follow- 
ing section, we will describe the RECO scheme. Section 3 
shows how to design a serial-parallel multiplier with 
RECO. In Section 4, we discuss the capabilities of error 
detection in a serial-parallel multiplier using RECO. The 
procedures for fault location and recovery are described 
in Section 5. 

2 Methodology of RECO scheme 

The essence of fault tolerance is in redundancy. There- 
fore, hardware redundancy or time redundancy is inher- 
ently required. In the time-redundancy method, it is 
efficient to use a recomputation step. In the past, time 
redundancy has been applied primarily to the detection of 
transient faults. However, there now appears one impor- 
tant potential of time redundancy which implies the 
ability to detect permanent faults while using some extra 
hardware. Fig. 1 shows this encoding-decoding circuit, 
where c is the encoding function and c -  is the decoding 
function. But this induces an intractable and challenging 
problem, i.e. how to derive a suitable encoding-decoding 
function with more robust detecting capability but less 
extra hardware. It is also difficult to improve the recogni- 
tion capability of disjoint error sets [13], also explained 
in Section 4, to improve the detection capability on the 
adjacent-fault, which always exists in VLSI circuits. As 
previously presented [7], in bit-sliced or cellular architec- 
tures with VLSI technology, it is cost-effective to perform 
concurrent error detection using RESO techniques. But 
this would require a great hardware overhead and extra 
computing time for large numbers of shifting bits. 

function register 
first 
computation x- f 7 4 Z k  

signal 
recomputation x 

Fig. 1 
faults 

@ encoding function 

0 decoding function 

Time redundancy with coding technique to detect permanent 

There are two observations: for recognising disjoint 
error sets, adding extra bit-slices is not a good solution, 
rather fold the data and recompute it by other indepen- 
dent bit-slices which are sufficient and available; for 
static design, carry splitting is easy to route. According to 
these observations, the recomputing methodologies using 
alternative operands with a modified input scheme can be 
proposed. Let us use a ripple-carry adder as an example, 
shown in Fig. 2, to illustrate this scheme. Two single- 
switch gates and one interconnection are inserted into the 
carry-out terminal of the MSB bit-sliced full adder and 
the carry-in terminal of the LSB bit-sliced full adder. For 
the purpose of error detection, we need two computa- 
tions: primary computation and recomputation. In 
primary computation, a result is calculated and stored in 
a register in order to be referenced. Then, the operands 
are shifted circularly by n/2 bits and the switches are 
turned on alternately. An auxiliary result is derived by 
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recomputing and inverse shifting. Thus, any error can be 
detected when inconsistency exists between two results. 
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Fig. 2 

At a glance, the result of this example seems to be the 
same as in RESO with a rotated approach, and as in 
RESWO. But for a serial-parallel multiplier, one of its 
two data inputs is transmitted bit-by-bit and hence the 
partial product is derived bit-by-bit. This makes both 
methods impracticable. 

RECO can allow partial results to be shifted circularly. 
Also, the number of shifting bits is variable and can be 
determined by the degree of detection capability and fault 
location which will be described later. These are the 
special features which other methods cannot provide. Fig. 
3 compares the three methods: RESO, RESWO and 
RECO. Because RECO utilises the original n bit-sliced 
operators to obtain the auxiliary result for checking, the 
large area-time overhead can be reduced. The application 
of the RECO technique to the serial-parallel multiplier is 
described in the next section. 

RECO-n/2 scheme ofan n-bit ripple-carry adder 

RESO-r RESWO 
r bit-slices 
7 

step1 D ( 1 I  step1 j UF I LF I 
step2 7- step2 I LF I UF ] 

RECO-k 
n-1 k-1 0 

step 1 -1 
n-k-1 k-1 On-1 n-k 

step2 - 1 7 1  
Fig. 3 Two-step computations of three CED techniques RESO, 
RESWO and RECO 

UF upper-half bit-slices 
LF lower-half bit-slices 

3 Designing a serial-parallel multiplier with RECO 

A general serial-parallel multiplier (Fig. 4) takes 2n - 1 
clock cycles to multiply two n-bit data. The clock period 
is about BtFA where is the margin required to ensure 
the adequate decay of transients so that the correct infor- 

extra I bit-sliced operators with zero data input 

x x x x  3 2 ' 0 w -  

product 

Fig. 4 n-Bit serial-parallel multiplier 
8 I-bit full adder 
0 I-bit carry flip-flop 
0 I-bit D flip-flop 
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mation is set into the storage cells at each clock cycle, 
and typically ranges from 2 to 6 ;  t,, is the full adder 
delay 121. Because of the utilisation of the carry-save 
add-shift method, all bit-sliced operators calculate simul- 

When designing with RECO, because of the inherent 
constraint [lo], the number of circularly-shifted bits 
cannot be more than half the original bit-slices. An n bit- 
sliced serial-parallel multiplier of RECO-n/2, shown in 

two span h bit-slices 
location toble 

Fig. 5 Fault-tolerant n-bit serial-parallel multiplier 

taneously and produce the partial products at the end of 
each clock interval. In other CED techniques, error 
detection is always performed after the whole multiply 
operation is completed. Its detecting latency, at least 
2n - 1 clock cycles, may be so long as to cause heavy 
damage in real-time computing systems. For this reason, 
we take each partial product sum from the output of the 
full adder once after every addition. That is, the multi- 
plier will compare both the primary result and the 
recomputed result of each partial product addition. Any 
error should be detected in every adding procedure. As a 
consequence, it can reduce the error detection latency to 
about two clock cycles. 

Fig. 5 ,  is implemented by first replacing the original carry 
flip-flops and delay elements with circular shifters C, D. 
Two extra circular shifters A and E are added to shift the 
input data for recomputation and hold the partial 
product to be checked, respectively. Two pairs of switch 
gates are inserted into the MSB bit-sliced adder and the 
central bit-sliced adder. They provide two different com- 
puting procedures for primary computation and recom- 
putation. First, each summand x i y j  is loaded into shifter 
A, and in the mean time, is added to the data from C ,  D 
during primary computation. Then the resultant sum is 
loaded into E for checking and the carry-out is discarded. 
This is because the contents of shifters C and D should 
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be original operands for recomputation. Second, shifters 
A, C, D and E start to shift left circularly by n/2 bits. 
Third, recomputation is carried out and the result is com- 
pared with the primary sum stored in E by the equality 
checker. When any mismatch exists in both results, an 
error signal is produced. Otherwise, the auxiliary sum 
will be loaded into shifters C and D for the next partial- 
product addition. Then, C, D and E are shifted back to 
their normal states, and the next operating cycle begins. 
The timing sequences of the n-bit multiply operation is 
shown in Fig. 6 .  From these results, it is obvious that 
concurrent error detection can be achieved in about two 
clock cycles. 

4 Error detection capability 

Some common concepts of error detection and the error 
detection capability of the RECO scheme are described 
in this section. In general, the nature of failure in VLSI is 
not precisely known, but the effects of faults within the 
higher functional modules can be described with accurate 
and tractable models, as in [14]. For simplicity, we use 
the functional fault model throughout this paper. The 
fault model accepted by this architecture covers tempo- 
rary faults and permanent faults (especially stuck-at 
faults). In addition to FA faults, the detectable fault cases 
also include "-gate faults, connection line faults and 
shifter faults. Let E and E' represent the error sets (not 
including zero, here) of primary computation fF(x) and 
recomputationfk(x) respectively, with the fault F .  In Fig. 
1, based on the principles of mappable correct output 
and disjoint error sets in time redundancy [13], it is 
obvious that an error is detectable if and only if,fF(x) # 
c-I(fF(c(x))) =f;.(x), i.e. E n E' = 4. 

Owing to the data dependence and computing 
sequence, error propagation problems may exist when 
operating on a faulty bit-sliced functional unit. In RECO, 
the error detection capability can be classified into logic 
and arithmetic categories by operation. Since there is no 
problem of error propagation existing in logic operators, 
RECO-k can detect all errors generated by k adjacent 
faulty bit-slices. Most of the bit-sliced arithmetic oper- 
ators have the inherent characteristic of intermediate 
result transfer, and then even a single faulty bit-slice may 
cause erroneous output bits. Because of this, the number 
of detectable failed bit-slices may be reduced so that it is 
smaller than k. For example, in a ripple-carry adder, it 
requires at least k + 1 bits of circular shift to detect k 
adjacent faulty FAs. But because there is no carry propa- 
gation in a serial-parallel multiplier, errors resulting from 
a single faulty bit-slice will be confined to one erroneous 
output bit only. Therefore, a serial-parallel multiplier 

n-1 

with RECO-k can detect at most k adjacent faulty bit- 
slices. This is proved in the following theorem. 

Theorem: In an n bit-sliced serial-parallel multiplier of 
RECO-k, the errors resulting from k adjacent faulty bit- 
slices can be detected. 

Proof: Suppose that the related adding circuits of bit-slice 
i have some faults; then only partial-product bit i may be 
erroneous during the primary computation and we can 
obtain E = { y}. In the recomputation procedure, this 
faulty adding circuit will result in E' = { + 2 ' + k } .  Thus, 
E n E = 4 and the equality checker will give error 
signals. Next, we assume that k faulty bit-slices are dis- 
tributed adjacently from bit-slice i to bit-slice k + i - 1, 
as shown in Fig. 7. Since there is no carry error propaga- 
tion problem, the partial products p p i  - may be 
erroneous for the primary computation. But during 
recomputation, we can obtain correct partial products 
pp:  - since those computing elements which are 
located from bit-slice 0 to bit-slice i - 1 and from bit- 
slice k + i to bit-slice n - 1 are valid. Therefore, the archi- 
tecture of RECO-k can detect at most k adjacent faulty 
bit-slices. 

There is still the inherent constraint k < n/2 in an n 
bit-sliced serial-parallel multiplier ith RECO-k. But, the 
allowable fault region of almost half of the original struc- 
ture should be enough to tolerate the general faulty cases 
including all single-bit errors and various multiple-bit 
errors for concurrent error detection. 

. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  0 i -k-1 . . 

5 

Fault tolerance involves error detection, fault location, 
and error correction or reconfiguration by bypassing the 
faulty unit. Before a system can correct errors or reconfi- 
gure to recover normal operation, it must first identify 
faulty components. As mentioned in many previously 
presented papers, a single fault is dificult to locate, 
because of its rare occurrence and the lack of further 
available information. For example, a RESO-based 
method of time redundant fault-location in bit-sliced 
ALUs [I71 takes a larger set of suspicious faulty bit-slices 
as a sacrifice for fault-isolation. In practice, many fault- 
tolerant architecures, because of their great-circuit com- 
plexity and the extra delay required for fault location and 
recovery, have not to date been implemented owing to 
the large area-time overhead. 

By using the RECO technique, it is easy to achieve 
error location and to recover the normal operation when 
an error is detected. As described in previous sections, 
there is no carry propagation in a serial-parallel multi- 

Procedure of fault location and recovery 

first f 
PPVl 

computation 
c c .c 
PPk.,-. . . . . . .  pp, . . . . . . . . . .  PPO 

Fig. 7 
PP, - P P , + , - ~  andpp:-, - p p : - ,  areincorrect 
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‘ I  

n 1 + k  , I -  k k 

plier. Hence, any failure occurring in bit-slice i will only 
result in erroneous partial product pp i  in primary compu- 
tation, incorrect p p i - k  during recomputation, or both. In 

k-1 0 

Fig. 8, if there are two faulty bit-slices, located at position 
bit i and bit i - k ,  it will generate at most three error 
signals e i - k ,  ei and e i + t .  In those error signals, ei and 

are induced by erroneous p p i - k  and pp i  respectively 
during primary computation, and e i - x  and ei induced by 
incorrect p p : - 2 k  and during recomputation. Appar- 
ently, ei is the common error signal for both computa- 
tions and we cannot determine which failed bit-slice it 
belongs to. This implies that we do not know which bit- 
slice, i or i + k, has failed when there is only one error 
signal ei detected. In conclusion, if there is only one faulty 
bit-slice and we detect an error signal e i ,  we will have 
two possible candidates, bit-slice i and bit-slice i - k for 
i - k >, 0 (or bit-slice i and bit-slice i - k + n for 
i - k < 0). 

Based on the above knowledge, we have the following 
formula to locate the potential faulty bit-slice pair. In an 
n-bit serial-parallel multiplier of RECO-n/2, the error 
signal set {ei, e i + n j z ,  ( e i ,  e i+n /2 ) }  for fault location can 
result from faulty bit-slice i, bit-slice i + n/2, or both, 
under the condition 0 < i < n/2 - 1. 

As soon as one or all of these error signals are 
detected, we can replace the potential faulty bit-slice pair, 
while in position bit i and bit i + 42,  with two spare 
bit-slices in order to recover normal operation. This 
circuit design for fault location can be implemented using 
simple oa-gates. A fault-tolerant serial-parallel multiplier 
with spare allocation is shown in Fig. 5. We can give a 
practical design for an 8-bit serial-parallel multiplier 
using RECO-4. The faulty bit-slice 0 will generate the 
error signal set {eo, e4, ( eo ,  e4)}, where (eo, e4) denotes 
error signals eo and e4 detected at the same time, and the 
faulty bit-slice 4 generates the same error signal set. If the 
single faulty bit is at bit-slice 0 or bit-slice 4, and two 
faulty bit-slices occur in bit 0 and bit 4, then these have 
the same set of error signals {eo, e4, (e?,  e*)}.  For two 
potential faulty bit-slices 1 and 5 ,  there is still the same 
error signal set {el, e 5 ,  (el, e,)} .  For the same deduction, 
attributes of total fault cases are tabulated in Table 1. 

Table 1 : Fault location in a n  8-bit serial-parallel multiplier 
using RECO-4 

Error signal set Potential faulty 
bit-slice Dair 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, an eficient CED technique has been 
extended to the serial-parallel multiplier for accomph- 
shing fault tolerance. This technique is called RECO 
because the key approach involves recomputing with 
circularly-shifted operands. It is more suitable for DSP 
applications where the serial data are available. Because 
an extra operator for recomputation is not required, 
hardware overhead can be reduced. The redundant 
delay of error detection is only two clock cycles, which 
required a complete period of full operands recomputa- 
tion in previous researches. Under the potential faulty 
bit-slice pair, the simple location table is easy to imple- 
ment and two spare allocations are introduced for 
achieving error correction. In these practical experiments, 
it has been shown that the proposed method requires 
reduced hardware overhead. But for the parallel-array 
multiplier, the circuitry required to handle the carry bits 
from the connection junction can become more complex 
than the extra bit-slices added to accommodate the arith- 
metic shifts. Therefore, the circular-shift approach is not 
suitable for parallel multiplication structures. 
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